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immaterial beauty
Mackenzie Frëre

Self-expression relies upon the self-conscious, subjective positioning of the
artist on a continuum of’ individual and communal practice. My work as
a weaver is profoundly rooted in the traditions of cloth making. I work in
cloth, with cloth, and often my work is about cloth. My yarns are always
composed of natural materials and coloured almost exclusively with plant
and animal-sourced dyes. Many of the techniques used in both natural
dyeing and handweaving are hundreds of years old, and I am dedicated to
preserving these valuable textile traditions in my studio practice. At the
same time, this activity occurs in a contemporary context that includes
technological conveniences like computer-assisted drafting and the marvel
of hybrid threads like stainless steel silk yarn. The context in which my work
is made and the context into which it is received are often circumscribed
by an oppositional and reductive debate between craft and art, which has
lingered beyond any perceptible usefulness. As a maker of contemplative
cloth, I believe that art occurs in our cognition of aesthetic, conceptual,
or spiritual relationships between ourselves and objects, both real and
imaginary/conceptual. This cognition may be enacted in response to nearly

any artwork or crafted object, regardless of an artist’s or craftsperson’s self
definition. I am no longer interested in the relative position of my work as
either an art or craft object; instead, I am interested in the exploration of the
nature of cLoth and its enduring tactile presence in our daily lives — and in
art. Further, my work in cloth proposes that material relationships are an
eloquent embodiment of the various phenomena of human cognition and
have the potential to transform our thinking.
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ios It is not incidental that theoretical discourse sometimes adopts the
language of weaving and textiles. In writing, I might spin a yarn, pick up a
thread of reasoning, untangle a skein of thoughts, or even weave thoughts
together. In her poem The Weaving of Words, artist and poet Cecilia Vicuna
writes, “teks, to weave, to fabricate, to make wicker or wattle for mud-
covered walls/text, textile, context” (q133). Like weaving, language is an act
of fabrication. I will try to weave a contextual fabric of words that elucidates
my current thinking about working in textiles.

(IM)MATERIAL BEAUTY

A gift of handmade cloth resonates with the accumulation of breath, care
and time. These are the ineffable materials of compassion. In cloth, care
becomes tangible, wrapping and enfolding us, warming and protecting our
bodies. The ancient legacy of this utility and its substantial social history
make cloth the most familiar and intimately personal material construction.
The development of textile technology closely parallels our own, with each
innovation in structure, equipment, or material reflected economically in
the rise of industrial production, and culturally in terms of methods of
social organization and the fluctuating styles of personal adornment. The
handweaving of cloth is essentially a material practice born of human
necessity and aesthetics that, in its mindful application, offers a compelling
conceptual model for sensorial consciousness.

In a meditation on the immateriality of thought, Hannah Arendt wonders
whether thought and “other invisible and soundless mental activities” are
fit to appear at all, “or whether in fact they can never find an adequate
home in the world” (23). Handweaving may provide a non-linguistic,
bodily expression to these “invisible and soundless mental activities’ as the
accumulation of hundreds or even thousands of nearly identical movements
of hands and feet in weaving constitutes a gestural thought process, enacted
through an interval of time, imprinting the appearing object (cloth) with
the temporal. Thus, cloth woven by hand becomes a tactile analog of the
invisible phenomena of thought and perception.

My work is a response to material beauty and a meditation on the spiritual
and emotional resonance of cloth. In his foreword to Gaston Bachelard’s The
Poetics ofSpace, Etienne Gilson describes how the philosopher distinguishes
between two types of imagination present in the natural world and in the
mind: the formal and the material. According to Bachelard, the formal
imagination creates unnecessary beauty (that which is born of novelty

and picturesqueness) and the material imagination “aims at producing
that which, in being is... eternal” (xiii). I have selected the term material
beauty as it may describe the beauty inherent in tangible natural materials
like stone, water and fibres. Additionally, the term suggests another kind
of beauty not unlike Bachelard’s material imagination that “is attracted by
the elements of permanency in things.” Perception of material beauty is an
aesthetic memory of moments in which one has experienced beauty in the
natural world, in the eyes of a lover, or even in a work of art. Agnes Martin
writes, “When we see life we call it beauty. It is magnificent — wonderful. We
may be looking at the ocean when we are aware of beauty but it is not the
ocean” (135—36). Martin suggests that beauty is an awareness in the mind.
Beauty is not contained in the object of our vision, but rather it is that which
is seen through it, in our cognition of its presence.

This formula presents a classic aesthetic mode for perception that may
be expanded to include the body’s kinaesthetic relationship to objects. Our
intimate familiarity with the touch of cloth on our bodies makes the visual
experience of a textile inherently tactile. Structure and visual surface pattern
are often well integrated in a woven textile. A textured surface, for example,
may absorb light, affecting the quality of the cloth’s appearance. If we are able
to recognize that a handwoven object’s materiality is intransigently enmeshed
with its appearance, it becomes clear that any perceptual encounter with
cloth is not only visual but a synaesthetic experience of its tactile presence.

The tactile presence of cloth is both material (fibres) in its construction
and immaterial (emotional, spiritual, political) in its communicative
potential. At its most basic, cloth is an arrangement of fibres held together by
friction. The air between and within fibres determines a cloth’s density. This
perpetually collapsing/expanding space within a textile is materially unique
to any other utilitarian or aesthetic construction. The shape of this space and
the relative proportion of air to fibre produce the particular character of any
fabric. The rectangular space between threads in plain weave gives a very
different texture or hand (feeling) to cloth than the rounded, looping, and
stretching space of knitted thread. Air accumulates in cloth as an ephemeral
architecture of air — of breath. If fibres are its tactile body, air is the breath
that gives cloth its spiritual and emotional resonance. The gentle conflation
of the immaterial and the material in a handwoven piece of cloth creates
(an)other materiality, the (im)material.
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in MATERIAL, PROCESS, PRESENCE

Material is the substance through which all cognition of the world beyond
our skin is mediated. It is stone. It is thread. It is the fragile scent of rain. All
may be manipulated, altered, or described for the purpose of human utility
and expression. In an artwork, as in poetry, the meaning of material expands
to include the immaterial. Concept is reconfigured as one might pleat a piece
of silk fabric, revealing a new pattern, a new idea. Louis Kahn has said, CcAI1

materials in nature, the mountains and the streams and the air and we are
made of light which has been spent, and this crumpled mass called material
casts a shadow, and the shadow belongs to light” (qtd. in Lobel 5).

To create an artwork is to give presence to material: conceptual, atomic,
or spiritual. Much of our conceptual understanding of the universe is
enacted in the space between ourselves and objects or apparent objects.
It is a space of unknowing and of contemplation where all outcomes are
equally possible or even likely. If we claim to know something, it is merely
the apparent knowledge of what that thing is not, precluding all other
potentialities. Knowing narrows our perception, eliminating simultaneous or
even conflicting meanings or contexts that may generate a more thoughtful
or even compassionate conceptualization of things. “This is not like that’
for example, helps to distinguish one thing from another, but as things are
defined, so they become separate from each other, erasing their potential
interrelationship or at least our perception of it. In our response to familiar
materials, we may claim to know how they will respond to us. In doing so,
we have irrevocably extinguished the light within them.

Owen Barfield identifies this kind of reductive thinking as a “contem
porary fallacy” that assumes “we must only distinguish things that we are
also able to divide.” He suggests that many things “by reason of their inter
penetration.., cannot be divided.” Barfield argues that in spite of whatever
practical justification for what he calls an “atomic obsession” (the division
of matter into smaller and smaller units), “there can be no evidential
justification whatever for the conclusion, or rather the assumption, to which
it so often leads, namely, that the parts preceded the wholes, and that the

orange pair (left), 2005

two panels of plain woven wool, Rat-dyed with cochineal, madder root and marigold
each 8o x 270cm

banded (right), 2005

plain woven panel of viscose-sized ramie. Welt ikat-dyed viith ac insect dye
40 x 80 cm
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512 world was actually built by putting together the units into which our minds
divide, as a house is built by putting bricks together.” Barfield’s notion of
the interpenetration of things is intriguing in its potential as a model for
conceptualizing material, in particular the relationship of material to the
body of the maker and the person perceiving the artwork. In fabricating or
appreciating an object, the maker/viewer in effect becomes the material that
he or she perceives. An empathetic connectivity occurs between the material
object and the body. If the object is a textile, this relationship may become
an intimate one as our familiarity with cloth causes a recognition of the
cloth not only as a covering but also as a metaphorical body. One does not
become the other, but recognizes (an)other materiality. The simultaneous
embodiment of material presences indicates a perpetually unfolding,
expanding who1eness.c’
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BUT IS IT (CERAMIC) ART?
Ceramics and the “Problem”
with Jean-Pierre Larocque’s
Exhibition at the Gardiner
Museum of Ceramic Art

Paul Mathieu

CERAMICS AS AN ART FORM

Is ceramics just a material, or is it a specific, autonomous art form? Because
I believe it is very important to make the distinction, this is not simply a
rhetorical question. Almost everyone seems to be confused about the
difference. One problem stems from the fact that we use the same word for
both aspects. One says, “This is a ceramic cup:’ referring to the material
and distinguishing it from a plastic cup, a paper cup, or a metal cup. One
also says, “This school has a ceramics department’ to distinguish it from
the painting department, or the photo department, or even the sculpture
department, since there is a difference between the two. If there were no
difference, there would be no ceramics department in the fly-st place, and
sculpture would encompass everything. Yet it would not, for the simple
reason that it cannot. In fact, I would argue that among all art forms,
ceramics has the least common ground with sculpture. No other art form
uses the same word to describe the material it uses and the art form (the
specific discipline) itself. The word “clay” somewhat escapes this problem:
it is always clear that it simply refers to the material, although we have seen
the very pernicious terms “clay art” and “clay artist” rear their ugly heads
recently. In fact, there is NO clay in ceramics. Once fired, clay is a totally
different material, physically, chemically, esthetically, any way you want to
look at it. ft is as if you said of an artist working with paper that he is a “wood
artist.” Can you imagine a sculptor defining his/her work as “wood art” or
“rubber art” or “plaster art”? The only practice that must by necessity fall
back on such a stupid way to name itself is “glass art:’ since it would not




